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This revised second edition features more coverage of ActiveX component development, data

transfer, and Internet scripting, while retaining the easy-to-use, "bite-sized chunks" philosophy of

teaching good COM programming practices. This book makes COM and ActiveX easy to

understand . . . and comfortable to use. The CD-ROM contains 9.5 MB of working sample code to

cut and paste into applications. .
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This book gives provides good hands-on examples of writing ActiveX (OLE) controls. It focuses on

OLE, covering COM from the OLE perspective. Lots of examples with good explanations. Platt

offers some refreshingly practical information about ActiveX control development. He seems to have

lots of real-world experience with the technology. The organization of the book is somewhat quirky.

It is built around the example code.

If you need to learn ActiveX programming in a short time then Kraig Brockschmidt's overly verbose

book won't help you. This book is the exact opposite of Brockschmidt. It will get you started quickly if

you are an experienced programmer.

I bought this book one year ago because there were some good reviews from two authors I



respected, Jeff and Jeffrey. I wished that I could learn something indepth about COM/ActiveX.

Unfortrnately, I found this book one of the mostly unused books among my compter books. I don't

think the text in the book explain anything at all. I don't know why he even put texts in the book. We

would have a much thiner book if he just put exercises in the book and the quality of the book would

be the same.

My favorite COM book.This book is about code. Each page presents or discusses code samples.

Each paragraph focuses on one topic and covers it concisely. It is refreshing in a world of excessive

prose.Warning: this book approaches COM as Petzold approaches Windows, at the very base level.

It is a good book on fundamentals but won't teach you that much about CComObject, for example.

Fine with me, fundamentals are important.

There's typos on every page. The material's old. It's the size of a phone book. And yet despite all

this, I still recommend this book, because it has clear, *practical* language and is very hands-on.

The biggest transformation is from the non-working to the working state. I was given responsibility

for COM threading and with it microsoft OLE/COM threading paper from the microsoft developer

network.With low morale, I incidentally discovered this book and I knew what I was talking about

both theortically and practically. It equipped with the knowledge and power to do the right thing.

Absolutely unparalled workbook. Thanks Dave, what's next?
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